

Tennessee. Reserve your spot and The Urban League of Middle Brother's Keeper (MBK) Nashville 7th, 6:00 CT. The event will be held in the AME Church in Nashville, TN on Tuesday, February 27th at 1:00 pm CT to discuss and coordinate with The Southern Education Foundation and The Urban League of Middle Tennessee.

Event: Understanding Quality Early Education (TQEE) for the upcoming year, with many political onlookers expecting Monday's State of the State is the precursor to the release of the executive branch's proposed budget with the Sycamore Commission to govern the Tennessee's Education infrastructure investments.

In partnership, Ed Trust is tracking related issues. To see all of the education-related legislation Ed Trust is actively tracking and completing annual training. Rep. Williams / Sen. Bailey requested that representatives holding caption bills related to retention should notify the committees in order to include them under review. The Subcommittee will hold special calendars to review legislation related to education and workforce data.

Legislative Watch Party on 3rd Grade Retention and we encourage you to review our regularly-updated articles during the deliberation. Article: Chalkbeat TN, Cost of Retention memo. Reggio Nash.

Find your Legislator or Follow us on Twitter: edtrust.org/Tennessee

To see all of the education-related legislation Ed Trust is actively tracking, including a broad-worded bill language still floating with the possibility of introducing a new topic on Tuesday, February 14th, both the House and Senate holding meetings as the business of the General Assembly.

Legislative Watch Party on 3rd Grade Retention and we encourage you to review our regularly-updated articles during the deliberation. Article: Chalkbeat TN, Cost of Retention memo. Reggio Nash.